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�the drawing’ and constraining force of the teacher^ person-
ality. We can look back to our own mathematics teachers and
see some elements of such a personality�love for the subject
and a sense of the latter’s dignity, an enthusiastic conviction of
the nobility of the teacher’s work, transparent honesty, intellectual
and moral, earnestness of character, courtesy and patience spring-
ing from genuine respect and love for the students. But in the
actual building up of such a character no one can help us. This
part of our problem we must solve alone, or, at our peril, leave
unsolved.

NOTE ON AN "INDEPENDENT CRITICISM."
BY T. M. BLAKSLEE.

Ames, Iowa,
Some good points are made in Professor Greenwood’s paper

in the March number of this magazine. Another is exemplified in
Wentworth, 1, p. 1 and the first of his "Solid Geometry." In 492
he repeats the usual definition of a plane involved in 1, p. 1. In
493 he defines "determined." In 494 he says: "For a plane
may be made to turn about any straight line AB in it." He
gives a picture of several planes cutting in a straight line AB.
On this assumption of his Theorem 1, "If two planes cut each
other, their intersection is a straight line," he proves the deter-
mined principle. If we call these Y and X, he proves X by Y,
then Y by X. This is the method of nearly all "the texts in
common use." All the "folding proofs of plane geometry are sub-
ject to the same assumption. All this could be avoided if after
the usual definitions of a plane and parallels the following the-
orem and proof, needing no figure, be given.

Theorem. If two planes have three points which are not in
the same straight line in common, they have all their points in
common.

Let M and N be two planes having three such points, A, B and
C in common, and let P be a point in either.

To prove P in both planes.
Proof. Draw through P, any straight line that will cut both

AB and CB. Let it cut AB in H and CB in K. Then
A and B being in both planes, H is in both planes.
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